Mangrove Restoration.

Where mangrove restoration is properly carried out the benefits this can bring to the
ecology and to local communities is enormous but all to often mistakes are made.

Here we have a well intended attempt which has simply not been thought through.
The established tree line, which can be seen to the right of the photo, is the boundary to
where mangroves will naturally grow down to within the inter-tidal elevation. It's a
valuable lesson therefore to observe this and duplicate it by using these natural forests as a
reference for any restoration project. These saplings, assuming they even survive, will
eventually shade out this valuable bed of seagrass which is an important ecosystem for manatee,
dugong, fish and sea turtles etc.
Mangroves throughout their range have a wide range of naturally occurring species but
only one, this Red Mangrove Rhizophora mangle, is ever chosen. This narrow choice
reduces biodiversity and apart from anything else is a lost opportunity for getting things
right. There are places in China where this introduced species planted en masse have formed
huge monoculture plantations. These have become invasive, out-competing the natural plant
communities well beyond the target plantation area, which is having a profound impact on the
wider affected ecosystem. But I guess if anything's done wrong it'll be China that does it.
But if restoration projects are carried out well they can make the difference, in a country
like Bangladesh, between a productive and secure thousand mile stretch of coastline to one
which is barren and eroded. More generally, it's important to retain naturally occurring
habitats such as mudflats which provide many important services of their own, including
vital habitat for shellfish, sand worms and feeding grounds for migratory shorebirds.
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This example by contrast, where over a few short years with some basic principles of
hydrological and ecosystem restoration techniques put in place, has facilitated natural
regeneration to assist locally occurring mangrove species to regenerate on their own. This
avoids the costs of nurseries development and planting, ensures that the right species are located
in the right place and encourages more species to establish thereby raising biodiversity.
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For further reading see links below.

Ecological Mangrove Restoration.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_9d456251fbbe4076870c89091a98e01d.pdf

It’s More Than Just Planting.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_b1c63530ed1842f19e17b502d8923d90.pdf

To Plant or Not to Plant.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_a9cd6af084f049a5bf7ccaedecd55553.pdf

Community-Based Restoration.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_d6a9d5fccee54cbabe5ff491befb03df.pdf

Rates and Drivers of Mangrove Deforestation in Southeast Asia.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_ef82b66fb0854c0ca35cc0c6b53cdf99.pdf

Restoring the Natural Mangrove Forest.
https://youtu.be/Vh7CoPBLQa8

Special thanks to the Mangrove Action Project for assisting us with this information.
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